The Comets Tale

The Comets Tale is about Earth
technology, ancient prophecy, spiritual
initiation and secret ceremonies. A cosmic
story of self discovery and art, this intrepid
voyage of accidental awakening and out of
body experience comes to light beneath the
rays of the Great Comet of 1996. Riding
the millennial fever, an art student voyages
to the spiritual heart of the cosmos- the
young traveler on a planetary quest at the
end of Time. Old soul and young fool, he
cant deny the pull of tropical Java. A
near-death experience on a Indonesian
volcano draws him back to the New
Mexico desert, mineral springs, caves and
community, to receive visions all
enchanted by the natural elements and
substance of a wild landscape. Heading
East to West, space begins and new worlds
are born; reality shifts shape, as multi
dimensional secrets are revealed in this
stranger than fiction meta-memoir. A rare
voice and uncommon vision, the fiery
travelers undaunted questing match the
light and energy of the cosmic entity he
grasps and finally rides through dust, vapor
and vision.
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